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The previous editorial discussed factors that contribute to effectiveness of CME (Continuing Medical Education) programs. This article compiles relevant suggestions from available literature about various steps we can take to ensure that CME programs are as effective as possible, with special emphasis on the process of needs assessment.

TARGET AUDIENCE

In their guidelines to CME organizers, Al-Jarallah and Premadasa suggest that background of the prospective participants should have an overriding influence on the learning objectives and subject content of CME programs as a whole and also the individual sessions. Participants could be analysed in terms of their educational level in the subject area, prior experience in the specialty or sub-specialty, and the relevance of the content of the program to their needs and practice. CME organizers can clearly indicate the type of target audience who are likely to benefit from the whole program or individual sessions.

In most situations, large groups of participants running into hundreds are unlikely to benefit if they were to attend the same presentation. Such huge numbers would also prevent the participants from being involved in any useful form of interaction. Occasionally, especially when the topic is of major interest to many, more than one session may have to be conducted to cater to the needs of different groups of practitioners — While some of these sessions may repeat the exact content to groups who share the same ability levels, in some other sessions the content may have to be covered at different depths as they would target, for example, specialists or sub-specialists practising in different settings.

LEARNING NEEDS AND THEIR ASSESSMENT

Advancement in the fields of diagnostics and therapeutics is rapid and continuous, causing information gaps between the currently available knowledge and the clinicians’ present knowledge. A “learning need” is the gap between current clinical competence or performance and that which is desired or optimal. (Here, “competence” refers to the ability to perform, and includes knowledge, skills, judgment, attitudes and other personal qualities.) Learning needs can be closed by educational interventions. “Needs assessment” is a systematic diagnostic process to determine clinician learning needs before the selection and delivery of education.

As the purpose of CME is to improve patient care, learning needs which preclude optimum patient care must be identified as a first step in CME program planning, so that CME activities can then be organized and offered to address those needs. The process of needs assessment can be compared to the clinical diagnostic process physicians undertake every day — We approach patient management in a systematic fashion and diagnose patients’ illnesses before prescribing treatments. Likewise, physicians’ educational needs should be “diagnosed” before administration of educational therapies, so that appropriate CME interventions can then be directed.
at those needs, and effects of the intervention reassessed after an appropriate period, the way we assess effects of treatments we prescribe.³

TYPES OF LEARNING NEEDS

Two important types of learning needs are commonly identified:⁵

1. Perceived or felt needs: These are the gaps between current clinical competence and optimal competence as subjectively perceived by the individual practitioner. These needs are personal and specific.⁶

2. Real or true needs: These are the gaps between actual competence and optimal competence as defined and agreed upon by ‘experts’ in the field. Real needs must be objectively observed and determined.

Perceived and real needs may or may not overlap. Both should be given importance, as neither is sufficient in and of itself.

National Association for Continuing Education classify learning needs into inferred, verbalized and proven needs.⁷ Inferred needs would include need for new information like details of new diagnostic or treatment methods, new indications for current agents, opinions of key experts about advancements in medical knowledge, regulatory and legislative changes that affect patient care, etc. Verbalized needs are, as the name implies, needs expressed by the attendees — like those revealed in results of surveys, opinions expressed in evaluation forms of previous CME activities, and the consensus opinion of members of a medical specialty group. Proven needs are the ones based on objective data sources like guidelines and recommendations by professional societies, quality assurance data, review of journal articles, and morbidity and mortality data.

According to Grol and Weising, CME events should be planned on the basis of not only the personal needs of the practitioners but also the needs of the workplace and the local health care system.⁸

IDENTIFYING LEARNING NEEDS

Physicians can recognize their educational needs through practice experience, especially by noting and pursuing questions that arise during interactions with patients.³,⁶ Learning that occurs in the context of the daily workplace is far more likely to be relevant and also reinforced in terms of better practice.⁹ Kolb describes a learning cycle whereby learning needs are identified through structured reflection on experiences and then met by specified educational activities — The cycle is then completed by applying the new learning to professional practice and in the process, identifying more learning needs arising from those subsequent experiences.¹⁰

Office practice data concerning the frequency and nature of presenting problems can be organized into ‘practice profiles’.¹¹ Office files, charging slips and daily schedule books can serve as sources of these practice profiles. Periodic review of such profiles can be of help in selecting relevant educational topics. Perol et al. showed that doctors who kept an office visit diary of learning issues were able to generate more specific learning objectives than those who did not.¹²

Other useful steps include screening journals, consulting experts or colleagues, or attending clinical case conferences, journal clubs, regional group meetings or CME programs.³,⁶ Pre- and post-tests available in journals and from major medical organizations are also valuable. However, such tests may contain biases not representative of particular practice environments.³

Relying on clinicians to identify their own learning needs is not an approach without problems, though. According to Norman et al., there is no evidence that doctors routinely use methods like the ones mentioned above.¹³ Sibley et al. observed that practitioners tend to pursue education around topics they are already good at and avoid areas in which they are deficient.¹⁴ Tracey et al. found a poor correlation between doctors’ self-assessment of their knowledge and their subsequent performance in objective tests of their knowledge.¹⁵ Hence,
assessment of needs should not be based entirely on self-assessment but should use evidence from a range of sources.

More objective methods which the CME organizers can use to get a more effective list of practice gaps include chart or case study audits, standardized assessments like self-assessment multiple choice questions or standardized patient examinations, use of focus groups, meetings between colleagues, visits to various departments or practices, survey of participants’ expectations, and evaluation of past activities. Published or collected data like evidence-based journal articles, health care statistics available in government websites and quality assurance reports may also be useful. However, some of these methods may be limited in scope, and often it may not be practically feasible for the average CME organizer to use them. In such situations, relatively informal methods based on professional judgment and plans for organizational development could be opted for.16–20

Jennett and Laxdal propose the following steps for an ideal needs assessment system:3

1. Set up standards and criteria for a particular diagnosis or problem. This can be done by a committee of experts and learners.
2. Monitor the actual performance of physicians within their office or practice by chart review using established criteria so that the data can be compared to acceptable standards.
3. Measure the gap between standard and actual performances and note any discrepancies that represent learning needs.
4. Examine those needs to determine if they are educational, administrative, etc.
5. Plan an appropriate activity to address the gap.
6. Reassess performance to determine effectiveness of the intervention.

Jennett and Laxdal argue that this approach has proven successful, but agree that it is expensive and that the process can be threatening and even damaging if the focus is on the investigation and revealing of deficiencies than on education.3

SETTING PRIORITY

Faced with multiple educational programs to choose from, how can busy practitioners select the most relevant topics that will help them in practice? Or how can a hospital quality assurance committee choose the educational intervention which will be of most relevance and value to their staff? The College of Family Physicians of Canada recommends a weighted scoring process which emphasizes three factors:21

- Frequency of patient visits for the selected problems,
- Potential severity of the problem, and
- Potential effects of medical intervention on the eventual outcome of the problem.

Each factor is then given a weight of one to five. To determine which areas should be given educational priority, an emphasis score for each area being considered is calculated by the formula: assigned weight for frequency x assigned weight for severity x assigned weight for the medical intervention. A maximum emphasis score would be 5 x 5 x 5 = 125, while a minimum score would be 1 x 1 x 1 = 1.21

STEPS CME COMMITTEES CAN USE

Jennett and Laxdal state that well-informed CME committees that are thoroughly representative of both learners and teachers (for example, six to ten active members composed of learners, educators, clinical experts and administrators) can determine learner needs and adequately define needs and priorities for short courses in a single meeting. Approaches such committees can use include:3

- Propose program topics based on interests or perceived needs of the group or population being served.
- Use clear and concise questionnaires to poll learners and teachers for their preferences, opinions and experiences.
- Use well-established, valuable methods like the Nominal Group and Delphi procedures.22
- Use personal or telephone interviews. These personal contacts provide a sense of learner
involvement, an important factor in successful planning.

Jennett and Laxdal also suggest the following steps CME committees can use in the planning phase:

1. Identify the audience and analyse their characteristics, including their activities and preferred learning methods and environment.
2. Discuss and select methods to identify needs.
3. Elicit learners’ perceived needs. Utilize at least one objective method of determining real or true needs.
4. Set priorities. For example, circulate the list of probable topics to all possible members and ask them to list their top five choices for a CME program in the order of priority.
5. Call a program planning meeting when the feedback has been collated and summarized. To this meeting, invite two or more clinicians to represent the learners, at least one expert teacher (probably a consultant in the discipline chosen as the top priority), and someone with considerable program planning experience.
6. Decide on the time, places and learning methods (like, for example, a series of one to three-hour conferences to address identified problems in medical care).

ROLE OF ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS

Norman et al. list the roles electronic medical records can play in the needs assessment process. With appropriately designed systems, clinicians could conduct their own objective analyses of their diagnostic habits and therapeutic patterns. The process could also be automated in such a way that profiles on selected clinical problems could be generated at pre-set intervals, and such analyses could be submitted to local CME bodies. The practice profiles could also be electronically matched to relevant practice guidelines or review articles.

Doctors could maintain notes about their interesting or problematic patients, and software tools could be developed to help capture essential information about such patients in a structured way and provide a means of coding the records for subsequent retrieval. A motivation for the maintenance of such records would be continuing education credits for simply recording the information, with further credits to be earned if relevant patient-related questions are developed and pursued.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE AND ITS THREE DOMAINS

A “learning objective” is a description of an observable change in performance that would result from a learning activity. Objectives can be general (at the level of the entire program) or specific (the outcome expected from a narrower activity like a short lecture). To be useful, learning objectives should state the abilities the participants can expect to gain from the sessions. (“After attending this workshop, the participants will be able to do cognitive behaviour therapy for their patients with obsessive compulsive disorder” would be an example). Such learner-centred objectives would enable prospective participants to assess beforehand whether a given CME activity is likely to benefit them, and also help the resource persons to select the most appropriate teaching methods to achieve those objectives.

Learning objectives have been classified into three domains. Skills that come under each of these domains require different CME strategies.

1. **Cognitive domain**: This involves the acquisition of information. Methods to achieve objectives in this domain would include lectures, discussions and reading assignments.
2. **Psychomotor domain**: This domain is concerned with performance of skills, like doing manual procedures. Lecturing would not be an appropriate method to achieve objectives in this domain. The procedures must be demonstrated, and if necessary, the participants must be given an opportunity to practise, initially under supervision.
3. **Affective domain**: This covers the many desirable attitudes medical professionals are
expected to possess. Knowledge by itself does not lead to desired attitudes, and hence lecturing or giving reading material aimed at increasing knowledge is unlikely produce changes in attitudes. Instead, strategies like role modelling, role playing, discussion of issues in small groups or undertaking specific assignments would be needed.\textsuperscript{2}

Importance of the affective domain also lies in the fact that, as Abrahamson et al. point out, new information, however relevant, may have no effect at all on patient care if it is not consistent with physicians’ pre-existing habits and beliefs.\textsuperscript{24,26} Hence, CME programs should focus more on changing habits and attitudes than on simply providing information.\textsuperscript{24}

**EIGHT PRINCIPLES OF CME**

Abrahamson et al. list eight principles of CME:\textsuperscript{24}

- CME planning and program development should be based on needs assessment, including outcome data.
- Goals of CME should include the development of skills necessary for lifelong learning, the exercise of clinical reasoning, an understanding of the decision-making process, and specific content acquisition.
- Various goals of CME should be reinforced by appropriate choices of learning methods.
- Incorporation of new instructional strategies should be based on their intrinsic strengths as learning tools and done only after thorough evaluation.
- Faculty development is important, and should include exposure to both theory and application of new learning methods so that the faculty is enabled to translate their content expertise into formats more appropriate to the learners’ needs.
- Educational activities should be supportive of and coordinated with the transition to evidence-based medicine.
- Professional and, whenever possible, interdisciplinary interaction should be given priority.
- Assessment of CME effectiveness should cover whether the program changes physicians’ practice behaviours and affects clinical outcomes.\textsuperscript{24}

**EFFECTIVE SMALL GROUP LEARNING**

Learning in small groups is an effective CME strategy.\textsuperscript{27} Small group teaching has three essential elements:\textsuperscript{28}

1. **Active participation:** The most important feature in small group teaching is discussion among all present. Though an ideal number of attendees for effective participation is five to eight, groups of about 20 can still use the standard techniques quite effectively.
2. **Face-to-face interaction:** Once seated, the members should be able to see one another so that nonverbal communication is facilitated. Hence, it would be beneficial to provide seating arrangement in a circle.
3. **Purposeful activity:** Meetings should have one or more definitive purposes and should proceed in an orderly fashion. While most group learning may be concerned with medical subject content, the format can also be used to influence attitudes or to develop skills of critical thinking and problem-solving.

Overall task of the group should be clearly defined and steps should be taken to maintain the group directed at that pre-defined goal. However, the instructor need not constantly intervene to ensure that the group is moving purposefully. Roles of the instructor and the participants should be defined in advance, and those members who are excessively dominating or quiet should be handled appropriately.\textsuperscript{28}

**ASSESSMENT OF CME EFFECTIVENESS**

Effectiveness of CME programs should be evaluated in short, medium and long-term basis.\textsuperscript{2}

**Short-term effectiveness:** Whether a CME activity helped its participants achieve the learning objectives or not could be assessed at the end of a
session or activity or within a few days of conclusion of the program, using tests that assess knowledge or performance of skills. Self-assessment questionnaires may be used to collect opinions on whether the participants acquired new knowledge or skills, whether what they learned would be useful in their practice, whether they will be able to apply the new knowledge and skills in their practice, and whether what they learned would have an impact on their practice. Though the results of such surveys would not indicate that the new competencies would indeed be used in their practices or whether they would have any desired effect on the health services outcomes, such data can serve as a measure of the participants’ perceptions.29

Medium-term and long-term effectiveness: Assessment of the long-term impact of a CME program could be carried out after a few months of its completion or even later. The institution where the professional practises would be the most appropriate setting to do this. Aim of such an assessment would be to review whether the newly gained competencies are retained and being used continually. Though this would not be as convenient as administering post-session questionnaires, CME organizers should aim for this approach wherever feasible. If the participants are a homogenous group, a review of medical records in an institution or direct observation of practice could be an option. Other parameters that could be used as indicators of CME effectiveness include epidemiological data, quality assurance studies and prescribing patterns.2

SOME FINAL SUGGESTIONS

Here are some specific suggestions from diverse authors on various aspects of CME activities:

- Organizers should reach out to the physicians in practice who do not always come to CME activities.27
- Competencies required for CME speakers should be identified and standardized.30
- CME speakers should be given advance information about characteristics of the attendees and their needs and expectations.31
- Whenever possible, employ multiple exposure and multiple instructional techniques.32
- Interprofessional continuing education should get focus as a core element in comprehensive CPD (Continuing Professional Development), as it would support existing profession-specific CPD with cross-professional competencies that would foster coordinated care delivery.30
- Expand the focus of CPD from the primary focus of disease-specific CPD to address potentially complex population and public health issues.33
- Lewis recommends evidence-based interventions like interactive group discussions to be used only as a supplement to traditional CME techniques, and not as a complete replacement, as traditional CME can continue to serve its “mostly social, semieducational” purposes.33
- Mazmanian et al. propose a model for CME activities with four progressive levels of achievement. The first level provides CME credit for attendance in a lecture-based format, the second level provides credit for recall and application of knowledge in clinical practice, the third level provides credit for demonstrating competence in a particular area, and finally the fourth level provides credit for demonstrated performance that leads to positive practice change and improved patient outcomes. The authors add that it is the fourth level of education that organizations should be striving for while designing CME activities.34
- Successful CME must be truly continuous and not opportunistic, erratic or casual.35
- All professional societies could publish a directory of the members who have actively engaged in the process of professional development, and it can be made accessible to the public.36

Professional organizations like American Association of Family Physicians (AAFP) require
that members can retain their active membership only if they attend stipulated amount of CME activities. (In case of AAFP, it is 150 credits of CME every three years).\textsuperscript{37} Indian Psychiatric Society too can consider such an option.
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